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Executive summary 
The European Central Bank (ECB) decided to end net asset purchases and promised a rate 
hike next month. The Russian invasion of Ukraine is taking a toll on European economies, 
inflation outlook worsened, and economic slowdown became more visible in ECB’s 
projections. The Euro is on a path to parity with the U.S. dollar as we expect the ECB to stay 
accommodative for longer than the consensus estimates. 

What happened 
The European Central Bank (ECB) joined global central bank peers in tightening financial 
conditions as it announced ending its quantitative easing (QE) asset purchase program. While 
keeping monetary policy rates unchanged, the ECB telegraphed a 0.25% hike in July. The 
ECB hinted another 0.25% hike in September, and kept the door open for 0.5% increases if 
inflation remains persistently high. The guidance beyond September is murky in order to 
maintain optionality with a data-dependent approach.   

The ECB accepts inflation will remain undesirably high, the current reading at 8.1% annually 
with the full year 2022 inflation assumption at 6.8%, followed by a decline to 3.5% in 2023. 
This is still much higher than the 2% inflation target. The ECB's economic growth rate 
assumption was downgraded to 2.8% for 2022, with further downward revisions likely as it is 
still above consensus. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is a significant headwind for European 
economies, especially for travel-oriented Mediterranean countries since minimal Russian 
tourist activity is expected. Energy and industrial material deficit countries like Germany or the 
Netherlands will also have difficulty locating new energy suppliers, creating new bottlenecks 
for already-strained European production lines.    

The ECB is balancing between fighting inflation and maintaining stability in the periphery 
economies, like Greece and Italy, as rising rates will put funding pressures in those vulnerable 
economies. The ECB plans to use the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program (PEPP) to 
mitigate dislocations in Eurozone periphery country bond markets. The central bank has been 
working with the region's banks for Targeted Long-Term Refinancing Operations (TLTRO). 
This is a key funding source for banks, and with European rates rising slower than global 
peers, the availability of funding via this facility is critical for the profitability of European 
banks.  
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Our take 
Eurozone inflation is high but still below the historical 2% trend line 

The current president of the ECB, Christine Lagarde, is the fourth ECB president since 1998. 
The first two, Wim Duisenberg and Jean Claude Trichet, finished their terms by staying very 
close to the ECB's 2% inflation target. The Eurozone faced deflation after the global financial 
crisis and the subsequent European sovereign debt crisis, leading to a 7% gap in inflation 
during Mario Draghi's presidency. Low inflation persisted during Christine Lagarde's first year, 
and the COVID-19 induced recession worsened the issue even worse.              

 
Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg  

A confluence of pandemic-related factors had shifted inflation into high gear globally at the 
eve of the war. Russia's invasion of Ukraine stressed Europe's reliance on Russian energy 
and Ukrainian food, aggravating the inflation situation even further. However, despite the 
recent bump in inflation, the Eurozone’s long-term inflation is still below the historical 2% 
inflation target. This could provide a sufficient argument to keep Eurozone interest rates at 
accommodative levels relative to other global peers.     

Europe is destined to return persistently low inflation, a.k.a. "Japanification" 

Over the last two decades, Japan proved that without accelerating fiscal spending, monetary 
policy alone couldn't deliver higher inflation in an aging, industrialized country. Before the 
pandemic, Europe was stuck in a Japanese-style, low-inflation trap. Now, the hope is that 
inflation in Europe will stay above 2% for a period to close the gap relative to the 2% inflation 
trend line over the medium term. Once this cycle is over, Europe will likely return to a 
persistently low inflation period due to declining populations and other structural issues.    

Yields are rising faster in the U.S. than in Europe 

The U.S. is also dealing with persistently high inflation, and the Federal Reserve (Fed) has 
already hiked interest rates twice this year with additional hikes expected. This more 
aggressive stance relative to the ECB has kept bond yields higher yields in the U.S. relative to 
Germany. The euro hit a low of 1.035 euros to the U.S. dollar this year, a level very close to 
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parity. A more robust U.S. economy could handle higher rates, but the same is not true for the 
Eurozone economies. The interest rate differential between the U.S. and Germany could stay 
elevated or continue its ascent, leading to a further drop in the euro against the U.S. dollar.     

 

 
Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg  

Markets are too optimistic about ECB’s rate hike path 

Based on current market pricing, the ECB's deposit rates could reach 1.50% within a 12-
month period, which implies eight 0.25% rate hikes. European economies are vulnerable as 
they are close to the epicenter of Russian aggression. Hiking rates against a slowing 
economy is not an easy task. Eventually, the upcoming worsening data will convince the 
ECB's governing council to pause and let them re-evaluate the current situation. In 2011, after 
the global financial crisis, the ECB hiked rates twice, thinking the European economy could 
handle higher rates like the rest of the world. They regretted that decision a year later as the 
European financial crisis push the Eurozone into an existential crisis. Things have improved 
significantly since 2011; Europe showed admirable solidarity, especially while crafting a 
response to mitigate the pandemic-related slowdown. Nevertheless, Russia as a pariah state 
in the middle of Europe complicates the potential growth outlook of Europe for many years to 
come. To stay competitive, Europe will need a relatively cheap currency, and the ECB could 
deliver that by keeping rates below global peers.              
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Bottom line  
Stronger economies can handle higher rates, and higher rates usually attract more foreign 
capital. It is hard to envision that the conflict in Ukraine has any positive impact for Europe’s 
economic outlook. As the implied rates of Europe catch up to the reality of a worsening 
economy, and as the U.S. continues to have a stronger outlook relative to its European peers, 
the euro would continue its path to parity with the U.S. dollar. In short, we expect the ECB to 
let inflation run hotter than the long-term 2% target and stay accommodative for longer than 
the consensus estimates. 
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Management, LLC, and affiliated SEC registered investment advisers.  Sterling Capital Funds advised by Sterling Capital Management, LLC.     

While this information is believed to be accurate, Truist Banks, Inc., now Truist Financial Corporation, including its affiliates, does not 
guarantee the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of, or otherwise endorse these analyses or market data.  

The opinions and information contained herein have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable, but Truist Financial 
Corporation makes no representation or guarantee as to their timeliness, accuracy or completeness or for their fitness for any particular 
purpose. The information contained herein does not purport to be a complete analysis of any security, company, or industry involved. This 
material is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. 
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information are believed to be reflective of judgments and opinions as of the date that material was originally published. TIS is under no 
obligation to ensure that other materials are brought to the attention of any recipient of this commentary. 

Comments regarding tax implications are informational only. Truist and its representatives do not provide tax or legal advice. You should 
consult your individual tax or legal professional before taking any action that may have tax or legal consequences. 

Investments involve risk and an investor may incur either profits or losses. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or 
guarantee of future performance. 

TIS/TAS shall accept no liability for any loss arising from the use of this material, nor shall TIS/TAS treat any recipient of this material as a 
customer or client simply by virtue of the receipt of this material. 

The information herein is for persons residing in the United States of America only and is not intended for any person in any other jurisdiction. 
Investors may be prohibited in certain states from purchasing some over-the-counter securities mentioned herein. 

The information contained in this material is produced and copyrighted by Truist Financial Corporation and any unauthorized use, duplication, 
redistribution or disclosure is prohibited by law. 

TIS/TAS’s officers, employees, agents and/or affiliates may have positions in securities, options, rights, or warrants mentioned or discussed in 
this material. 
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